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Background



Background

Megaton Shipping Pte. Ltd is a Singapore freight forwarding company incorporated since 1991.

With 45 years of accumulative experience and handled over a million shipping transactions, we pride
ourselves as the trusted and reliable professional logistics provider.

Our strong network of shipping agents and global collaborations contributes to our success and
recognition as one of the leading shipping companies in Singapore.

Megaton is also a long-standing member of the Singapore Logistics Association.



Services



Out-of-Gauge Cargoes

Out of Gauge Cargoes is one of those shipment that faces higher risks when transiting through inland
and railways. Our proven ’Hassle-Free system’ methodology, provides solution specifically targeted at
handling such shipment. We treat every shipment as if it is our own!

“Your customer doesn’t care how much

you know, until they know how you

care.”

Damon Richards



Less-than-container Load (LCL)

A service that is typically unaccepted by most Non-Vessel
Operating Cargo Carrier (NVOCC), Megaton offers Less-
than-Container Load (LCL) shipments that can take on
cargoes as small as even 1M3 of size. No cargo is too small
for us!



Dangerous Goods Cargoes

Megaton Shipping places Safety as the highest priority in all shipments. Specifically for
Dangerous Goods Cargoes, our methodology requires us to take exceeding measures in handling
Dangerous & Hazardous goods. Our approach is “Safety First” is “Safety Always”.

• Petrol Chemicals 

• Oil and Gases

• Hazardous Materials

• Military Arms

• Flammable Liquids 



Warehousing & Storage Services

As a total solution provider, Megaton also offers warehousing and storage services to clients who
may require such services for a short or long term basis. Some of the services offered includes:-

• Warehousing

• Warehouse Management

• Adhoc Storage

• Chemical Storage and Management

• Temperature Controlled Storage





Key Territories
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Our International Network



GLOBAL NETWORKS



Past Projects



Transportation of Audio Equipment for major 
conferences worldwide

We have handled Door to Door air and sea
transportation of audio equipment for major
governmental meetings in Singapore, Laos, Papua
New Guinea, Philippines, Indonesia, Bahrain.

These meetings include:

- Asia Europe Meeting

- Shangri la dialogue

- APEC

- ISS Manama Bahrain dialogue



The Singapore Police Force band 
at Halifax, Canada

Megaton handled the transport of the band’s musical instruments from Singapore to Halifax, Canada and back
for the Royal Nova Scotia International Tattoo 2018. Much preparations were made for in the administration of
customs, flights and land delivery to ensure that the musical equipment delivery was made on time both in
Canada for the event and thereafter back to Singapore.





Shipments of Race Car for The Singapore Polytechnic

The Singapore Polytechnic engaged Megaton to transport their solar car from Singapore to Australia
for a race around Australia. Much care was taken to ensure that the car was physically handled
carefully and thereafter a smooth customs clearance and delivery in Singapore. After the race,
Megaton transported the car back to The Singapore Polytechnic grounds via seafreight.



ASEM 09 Meeting in Vientiane, Laos

Megaton is privileged to be appointed as the shipping partner for the renown ASIA-EUROPE (ASEM) 9
SUMMIT held in Vientiane, Laos – 2012. Our role was to coordinate with multiple stakeholders in
ensuring the smooth conveyance and return of conference equipment from various origins, both Europe
and Asia. Teamwork, Precision and Timing ware keys to determine this uphill task being carried out
successfully. We thank our client for entrusting us with this challenging but rewarding project.

*photos credit to ASEMinfoboard.com 



Transhipment of Reels from Singapore

Handling the transhipment of 2 units of reels in Singapore which involves the transferring of the reels 
in between berths. The work required the trucking and barging combination which facilitated 
eventually shipping the reels from Singapore. 



Oil & Gas Cargo Project – Aktau, Kazakhstan

To ensure the safe carriage and transportation of Oil and Gas Cargo, Megaton sets high standards and
specific procedures for their operation to follow through. Our client chose to entrust us with this
sophisticated project which, requires Multimodal transportation, to transport their Oil and Gas cargo
to Aktau, Kazakhstan. In this project, Gas cargoes were shipped in Flat Racks and Open Tops to a major
European port with transit via trucking to Aktau.



Shipping of Yacht from Shanghai to Singapore

Megaton was assigned a unique project that requested the shipping of a luxury yacht from Shanghai to
Singapore. We assisted the client in the freight, customs clearance, off-loading of the yacht and finally
bounded for the final destination at the marina.



Relocation of Tanjong Pagar Railway Station

The Tanjong Pagar Railway station which was also called

Keppel Road Railway station, managed by Malaysia’s

operator - KTM, moved the railway station out of

Singapore in 2011.

Megaton was honoured to have undertaken such a

renown historical project as this, to relocate the Tanjong

Pagar Railway Station to Malaysia. This project did not

just involve the transportation of railway tracks, sleepers,

artefacts, ornaments etc but also saw the relocation of

over 100 KTM staff’s residences. The project was

specially credited to the efforts of our Malaysia’s office –

Navegacion Logistics Sdn Bhd (Johor).



Heavy Lift to Alexandria

Shipment of 2 x 200 tons tug boat were effected in year 2004. The
2 tug boats were towed on barge from Singapore shipyard to
Singapore’s anchorage, where the heavy lift vessel picked the 2
over-side tug boats with their heavy lift cranes onboard. The vessel
set sailed for Alexandria thereafter a day’s work.



Heavy Lift to Dubai

Year 2003 saw the strengthening of Singapore’s
economic relationship with the Middle East, UAE.
Megaton being a forerunner also participated in a
project which shipped a 1 x 130 tons Tug Boat to Dubai,
UAE. The tug boat was barged to Pasir Panjang wharf
and secured alongside the mother vessel. Using the
vessel’s 200 tons crane facility, the tug was lifted, loaded
and secured onto the hatch of the mother vessel.
Within hours, the vessel departed smoothly for Dubai.



Contact Us:

MEGATON SHIPPING PTE LTD
2 Leng Kee Road, #03-11, Thye Hong Centre, 
Singapore 159086
Tel: (65) 6473 7688 (6 lines)
Fax: (65) 6473 5901 / 6473 2031
Email (Sales related): sales@megaton.com.sg
Email (General correspondence): mspl@megaton.com.sg

Visit Us Online:

/megatonshipping
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